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New Jersey Governor Christie Elected Vice Chair of
Republican Governors Association
The RGA made the announcement yesterday
morning, while also announcing that
Wisconsin Governor Scott Walker will serve
on the RGA’s executive committee.

RGA chairman Bob McDonnell said of the
recent moves, “No governors better
exemplify the type of leadership our country
needs right now than Governors Chris
Christie and Scott Walker.”

Despite Christie’s repeated assertions that
he would not be seeking a presidential bid,
rumors continued to circulate that he was
potentially considering one.

For example, former George W. Bush advisor and Washington Post columnist Michael Gerson reported
that Christie had been engaging in meetings in Chicago and cited that as proof that Christie was
“actively considering” a presidential bid.

The Washington Post also reported, “Prior to that, another news outlet reported that Christie had been
conducting focus groups, but it soon backed off that report.”

The news outlet referenced by the Post was Bloomberg. Columnist Jonathon Alter tweeted in August
that Governor Christie had been “conducting focus groups in preparation for a possible run for
president in 2012.”

Immediately following that post, however, Christie spokeswoman Maria Cornella denied the report,
indicating it was “absolutely not true.” Cornella’s response prompted Alter to retract his first tweet with
another tweet that said a source, in which Alter trusts, reported that there were no focus groups.

Most analysts acknowledge that the RGA announcement should effectively lay to rest any hope that
Christie would be seeking a presidential bid. According to the Washington Post, a Christie presidential
bid would probably be less significant than originally expected because of the recent addition of Rick
Perry into the presidential race.

“The rise of Rick Perry also means that there is less space for Christie to occupy in the field since the
Texas governor is laying claim to the straight-talking, populist mantle that the New Jersey chief
executive has patented over the past two years,” reports the Post.

Meanwhile, Christie appears excited at the new opportunity before him. “This new role is a great
opportunity to ensure that the good ideas already reforming the way state government works takes hold
across the country.”

Christie had already been serving on the RGA executive committee, but now serves as the No. 2 in the
RGA’s leadership.

Photo of Chris Christie: AP Images

http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/the-fix/post/chris-christie-still-not-running-for-president-part-52/2011/09/07/gIQA57TZ9J_blog.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/the-fix/post/christie-camp-denies-report-that-governor-is-rethinking-presidential-bid/2011/08/17/gIQA96efLJ_blog.html
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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